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Scope Nondeterministic finite automata (NFA) [7] can be seen as a data structure to represent a
(possibly infinite) set of words. In this view, they can be seen as a basic component used in solving
problems in different domains, e.g., decision procedures for logical theories (c.f. the MONA tool
[4, 5]), program analysis [6], model checking [10], and various reachability problems. NFAs enjoy
closure under boolean operations, but while union and intersection are relatively cheap to perform,
complementation is exponential in the worst case. Classic decision problems on NFA are emptiness,
universality, inclusion, and equivalence; however, they do not have the same complexity, and while
emptiness LOGSPACE-complete, the others are already PSPACE-complete. Since procedures manipulating and testing automata might perform many boolean operations on them and expensive
tests, it is of crucial importance to keep the size of intermediate automata as small as possible.
Simplification of automata An overview of simple yet effective simplification techniques can
be found in [9], where they have been applied to automata over infinite words (i.e., the so called
Buechi automata), which are of primary interest in the area of verification. The main theme is
that exact minimization is not practical (yet) for automata with >20 states, and thus approximate
minimization techniques based on removing dead states, quotienting (i.e., identifying equivalent
states), and transition pruning (i.e., removing redundant transitions) are very fast, even on large
automata, and they often lead to drammatic reduction in size.
Directions In this project we are interested in extending simplification techniques for finite automata. These techniques have been studied for automata over finite and infinite words [9] and finite
trees [2] with very good practical results. It is reasonable that they extend to other fundamental
computation models such as
1. Finite automata over infinite trees, such as Buechi and parity tree automata [1].
2. Register automata, which are used to model programs with infinite data [8].
3. Timed automata, which are used to model time aspects in computations [3].
4. Other models of computations, such as one-counter automata without zero test, and possibly
more.
This is a flexible project and other classes of automata can be considered. The scope is both
theoretical and practical. From a theoretical point of view, efficient (i.e, PTIME) simplification
techniques should be defined, which might require to overcome computational or complexity bottlenecks on the models above (i.e., undecidability, or high complexity). From a practical point of
view, experimental evaluation on some cases of interest should validate the usefulness of the proposed techniques w.r.t. both efficiency (they should be fast) and quality of reduction (they should
produce small automata).
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